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SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 

 

 

SPECIFICATION NO.: Flip-Top Tech. Tables      REVISED:  09/13/11        ECA:  2011-077       ISSUED:  02/19/2009 
 SUPERSEDES:  08/10/10                      Virco reserves the right to change these specifications at any time. 

Flip-Top Technology Tables 
 
Description:  Virco’s adjustable-height Flip-
Top Technology tables feature a convenient 
6" deep lockable flip-top compartment for 
enhanced wire and cable management.  An 
optional backpack hanger is available, as are 
two optional CPU holder models. 
 
Top:  The table top shall be 1-1/8" thick 
made from 45lb density particleboard 
surfaced with a high-pressure laminated 
plastic.  Depending on its dimensions, the top 
shall have one, two or three scalloped wire 
management cut outs for ease of passing 
wires and cables into the flip-top 
compartment. The underside shall be sealed 
with a backing sheet.  Edges shall be 
protected with a T-mold banding. 
 
Frame and Legs:  Each table shall have a 
steel frame consisting of 17 gauge upper legs, 
a 15 gauge leg-attachment plate, a 17 gauge 
cross-brace and 17 gauge lower legs.  
 
Flip-Top Compartment:  Each table shall 
have a 6" deep lockable 15 gauge steel flip-
top compartment for management of wires 
and cables.  
 
Leg Adjustment:  Legs shall adjust table 
top height from 24" to 34" in one-inch 
increments.  
 
Glides:  Each leg shall be fitted with an 
inside-holding nylon-base adjustable glide. 
 
Metal Finish:  Upper legs shall be available 
with a powder coat finish.  Lower legs shall be 
fully chromed. 
 
Lock:  A master-keyed lock shall secure the 
flip-top compartment.  
 
Optional Backpack Hanger:  This shall 
consist of a 3/16” diameter steel rod and a 10 
gauge mounting plate, attached to the 
underside of the work surface with screws to 
provide a location for hanging a backpack or 

book bag. For an optional backpack hanger, 
specify model ZBH. 
 
Optional CPU Holders:  Two optional CPU 
holder models shall be available for use with 
Flip-Top Technology tables. For a leg-
mounted CPU holder, specify model 
FTTCPU; for a mobile caddy CPU holder, 
specify model CPUCADDY. 
 
Dimensions: 
FTT2430      24"D x 30"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2436      24"D x 36"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2442      24"D x 42"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2448      24"D x 48"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2460      24"D x 60"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2472      24"D x 72"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT2484      24"D x 84"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT52448    24" x 48" x 48" x 24" x 24" - 34"H 
 
Note: The eight above-listed models shall 
have an 18" deep work surface with a 6" deep 
flip-top for an overall depth of 24". 
 
FTT3030      30"D x 30"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3036      30"D x 36"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3042      30"D x 42"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3048      30"D x 48"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3060      30"D x 60"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3072      30"D x 72"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT3084      30"D x 84"W x 24" - 34"H 
FTT53048    30" x 48" x 48" x 30" x 24" - 34"H 
 
Note: The eight above-listed models shall 
have a 24" deep work surface with a 6" deep 
flip-top for an overall depth of 30". 
 


